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Patch by Galicia Gordon

Patch is a global online community that aims to

educate based on disparities in the world. ✏ 

Patch is an online community for the activists of

the world. We educate based on educational and

disproportionate disparities across the globe, and

provide credible, supportive, and accredited

sources for the activists of the world to take action

and stay informed.
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Patch likes to focus on our two key values: community

and building bridges. At Patch, we believe these are

important values with our mission to help you to take

action and stay informed on global disparities.

On the marketing front, we support sprouting artists

like Serbian artist Ivan Mesaroš, using his beautiful

illustrations through Blush Design. Ivan builds

compelling visual stories through playful characters,

bold shapes and bright colours. 

On the community front, we ensure a cohesive

community by allowing you to echo your voice and

amplify your impact with Patch as a tool by your side.
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http://blush.design/
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Aside from Patch as a tool itself, we get close to those

closing the disparities in the world. Galicia, the creator of

Patch, participated in Create Change's Social Change

program for 20 weeks to learn more about educational

disparities in the world. The Social Change program allows

youth to create neighbouring communities and projects to

support funds for the Charity and their empowering

programs for girls in Ghana. 

Most girls in Northern Ghana could never get a tertiary

degree because of costly tuition. At Patch, we chose to

focus our fundraising of $1,000 to support two girls to

achieve their highest potential by supporting the two with a

year of university tuition. 
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In recent months, we have improved our marketing

strategies. Some examples being: improving

advertisements: postcards, rejuvenate our social media,

offer opportunities to get involved specific to our

audiences, and have a connectable brand to our Patch

community. 

The aforementioned solutions have rendered Patch’s brand

establishment and build the community cohesion we were

looking for.
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